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1 Packing List

No. Name Quantity

1 Main Head 1

2 Door Plank 2

3 L-shaped hex-key wrench 1

4 Bolts and caps 8

5 Remote control 1

6 Quick Guide 1

7 Key 1

Note: The accessories provided may vary with the product model and version.

2 Product Overview

NOTE!
This product series includes two models: walk-through temperature-measuring 
metal detector and walk-through body temperature detector. This document 
takes the former model as an example.

2.1  Overview

A walk-through temperature-measuring metal detector is a security check 
device that detects whether a person carries prohibited metal goods and 
whether a person’s body temperature is abnormal. It is applicable to the control 
of crowded places.
Without inspection miss, cross infection and other risks inherent in manual 
check, this device can be used in campuses, enterprises, and government areas 
to help prevent and control the spread of infectious diseases.

1.1  Appearance and Structures

1.1.1  Entire System
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Refer to the following figures. The actual device appearance shall prevail.

1 Front view

2 Rear view
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NOTE!
 Only the metal detector model supports IR sensor and metal detector control 

panel. Some temperature-measuring models support only one IR 
temperature-measuring sensor.

 The IR sensor can effectively avoid false signals given by the metal detector 
and accurately count the number of people getting through the detector.

1.1.2  Temperature Display Panel

Item Description

Standby indicator Indicates standby working status in green.

Alarm indicator Indicates temperature beyond the alarm threshold in 
red.

Temperature 
display Displays the temperature detected.

Alarm count Displays alarm count when abnormal temperature 
(beyond the alarm threshold) is detected.

1.1.3  Remote Control
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Button Description

ENTER Saves configured parameters during debugging.

ADJUST Changes parameters during debugging.

SELECT
Enters the debugging interface, switches to the next 
debugging item during the debugging, and switches the 
filling position during password change.

RESET Clears the alarm count.

1.1.4  Metal Detector Control Panel

NOTE!
This control panel is only available for the metal detector model.
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Item Description

Pass-through 
count Displays total number of pass-through people.

Alarm count Displays alarm count when metal is detected.

Signal strength 
indicator Indicates the strength of detected metal signal.

Debugging 
buttons

RESET: Clears the alarm count and pass-through count.
SELECT: Enters the debugging interface, switches to the 
next debugging item (alarm duration > alarm volume > 
sensitivity) during the debugging, and switches the filling 
position during password change.
SETUP: Changes parameters during debugging.
ENTER: Saves configured parameters during debugging 
and goes to the next step; enters the sleep mode when 
the button is pressed and hold for five seconds on the 
main interface (displaying the pass-through count and 
alarm count).

1.1.5  Metal Alarm Areas

Six sets of unique precise positioning lights are evenly distributed on the left and 
right probe door plates, respectively, representing six areas (18 to 1 from top to 
bottom). The lights can be on or off. When any metal object is detected 
(reaching or exceeding the metal threshold configured in sensitivity setting), the 
alarm indicator turns red. If there are multiple alarm targets, the alarm area 
light of every target position turns on, and a warning sound is generated (if non-
mute status is set).
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2.2  Dimensions

The device dimensions are as below:

3 Installation

1.2  Requirements for Installation Environments

1 Site requirements
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Install the device indoors. An outdoor site must meet the requirements below.

NOTE!
 The temperature in the waiting area is required to be 10  ~ 33 .

 People to be inspected need to stay in the detection waiting area for two 
minutes.

3 Requirements for metal detection environments

NOTE!
Only the metal detector model needs to meet these requirements.

 Keep the device away from large and stationary metal objects.
The detector needs to be more than 2m away from large stationary or fixed 
metal objects. Otherwise, the sensitivity will be affected and false alarms may 
generate. Stationary metal objects include aluminum alloy/stainless steel doors 
and windows, reinforced walls, etc.

 Keep the device away from large and movable metal objects.
The detector needs to be more than 5m away from large movable metal objects 
to avoid false alarms. Especially when installing the detector at factory 
entrances or building ground floors, pay attention to the impact of rolling 
shutters, iron security doors, elevators, and cars on the detector. The larger the 
area of a metal object, the farther the detector must be away from it.

 Avoid floor vibration.
The floor needs to be level and solid to prevent false alarms caused by detector 
shaking due to the movement of people or metal objects.

 Keep the device away from sources of electromagnetic radiation and 
electromagnetic interference.

Semi-outdoor site Outdoor site Indoor site

Lobby Interior of 
community/campus

Detection area of the walk-
through temperature
-measuring detector

Lobby

Front desk

Detection area of the 
walk-through 
temperature-measuring 
detector

Main entrance of campus
Detection waiting area

(Longer than 10m)

Retractable belt

Detection waiting area
(Longer than 10m)

Detection area of the walk-
through temperature
-measuring detector

Detection waiting area
Temporary tent

Temperature-
measuring 

Temporary tent

Entrance

Longer 
than 
10m
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The detector adopts bilateral transmission and reception technology. Therefore, 
any electromagnetic radiation or electromagnetic interference source needs to 
keep a certain distance (1m to 2m recommended) from either side of the 
detector. The specific distance depends on the installation environment of the 
detector.
Examples of possible electromagnetic radiation and interference sources are:
Electrical control box, radio frequency equipment, walkie-talkie, computer and 
peripheral equipment, video monitor, high-power motor, high-power 
transformer, AC power line, thyristor control circuit (high-power switching 
power supply, inverter welding machine), engine, and machine with motor.

 Pay special attention when using multiple detectors side by side:
Detectors installed side by side affect each other. The extent of the impact is 
related to the distance between and the working frequency of the detectors. 
The distance between detectors installed side by side cannot be less than 50cm, 
and needs to be adjusted based on the actual environment and the working 
frequency selected by the detectors.

 Do not install the device at sites with strong wind, because the door body 
may shake slightly, causing false alarms.

1.3  Precautions for Installation and Use

 Because the outdoor temperature fluctuates greatly, the equipment must 
be used in an indoor environment.

 The applicable temperature range of this equipment is: 10 ℃ ~ 33 ℃.

 The best temperature measurement distance is 2-5cm.

 As a non-contact temperature measurement product, this device mainly 
meets the rapid temperature screening of large passenger traffic in public 
places. The temperature measurement data cannot be directly used for 
medical diagnosis basis. Mercury thermometers are used to screen out 
abnormalities in high temperature confirm.

 In order to avoid contact infection, please do not touch the equipment 
when testing on site.

 Before installation, make sure that there is enough space to place and install 
device components, and that the installation floor is level, solid and 
vibration-free to avoid false alarms caused by detector shaking.

 Before installation, be sure to distinguish the left and right probes (door 
plates) and the positions of the corresponding marks.

 The detector achieves the optimal performance after 20 seconds of self-test 
upon startup.

 People to be inspected need to strictly obey the configured waiting or alarm 
time (longer than 1s) and pass one by one rather than crowding around the 
detector to interfere with IR sensing.
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 During the detection, do not beat or hit the device. Doing so may produce 
false alarms or damage the detector.

 Use a piece of cloth with water or alcohol, instead of any chemical solvent, 
to gently remove dirt, if any.

 There is high voltage inside the device. Only professionals can disassemble it 
to avoid accidents.

1.4  Installation

1.4.1  Tools

Tool Quantity Function

Needle-nose pliers 1 Fixes the nut when tightening a 
stud.

Tape 1 Fixes the cable during power 
cable layout.

1.4.2  Installation Procedure

1. Unpack the main chassis and detection door plates, and put them on the 
cardboard in the package during installation to prevent friction loss.

 
2. Take the kit of accessories from the side of the main chassis.
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3. Use the key to open the main chassis with the panel facing up.

4. Place the left and right door plates on both sides of the main chassis, pass 
the detection cables into the main chassis, and connect the door plates and 
main chassis with bolts and nuts.

 
5. Connect the detection cables of the left and right door plates to the 

corresponding positions on the main board.
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No. Description

① Connect the metal detection cables of the metal detection control 
module to the left and right door plates (only for the metal 
detector model).

② Connect the temperature measurement cables of the left and right 
door plates to the temperature measurement module.

③ Connect the temperature alarm cable of the right door plate to the 
alarm module.

Temperature 
measurement 

module

Temperature 
measurement 

and alarm control 
module

Metal detection control 
module
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NOTE!
 The chip layout inside devices may be different, but the cable connection is 

similar.

 When connecting cables, be sure to connect them securely. On the other 
hand, check for poor cable connection caused by vibration during 
transportation, and reconnect the cables properly.

6. Close the lower cover of the main chassis and lock it with the key.

CAUTION!
When closing the cover, make sure that no cable is pinched.

7. Raise the detector and place it to the designated position. Generally, no 
fixing is required. If the customer requires, fix the detector by using 
fastening studs (φ8mm) or glass cement.

8. Connect the power cable behind the main chassis to enter working state.

2 Debugging of the Temperature Measurement 
Function

2.1  Setting Temperature Parameters

You need to set the alarm temperature and compensation temperature by using 
the remote control.
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2.1.1  Fahrenheit switch

1. Press SELECT and enter the password "9878", Press ADJUST to change the 
value, or press SELECT to move the value, and then press ENTER to enable 
the switch.

9. Switch back to Celsius is same.

2.1.2  Setting the Alarm Temperature

1. Press and hold the ADJUST button for 3s till the digital panel displays "37-3", 
which indicates that the alarm temperature threshold is 37.3°C (when a 
human body temperature exceeds 37.3°C, the system will generate an 
alarm).

2. Press ADJUST to increase the value, or press SELECT to decrease the value, 
and then press ENTER to save the setting and exit.

2.1.3  Setting the Compensation Temperature

1. Press SELECT and enter the initial password "2345". The digital panel 
displays "0-0", which indicates that the compensation temperature is 0.0°C. 
The compensation temperature ranges from 0°C to 20°C.

10. Press ADJUST to increase the value, or press SELECT to decrease the value, 
and then press ENTER to save the setting and exit.

2.2  Measuring Temperature

2.2.1  Precautions

 People to be inspected cannot wear a cap or cover the forehead. (A mask is 
allowed.)

 To measure the skin temperature of the forehead, make sure that the 
thermometer perpendicularly points at the center of the forehead. Hair or 
other objects in the measurement part will affect the measurement results.

 When a person to be inspected comes from outdoors or a place with a large 
temperature difference with the measurement environment, the person 
needs to stay in the measurement environment for at least two minutes till 
the temperature is consistent with that in the measurement environment 
before the measurement. Otherwise, the measurement result will be 
affected.

 When the device is taken out from a place with a large temperature 
difference with the measurement environment, the device needs to be 
placed in the measurement environment for at least 20 minutes before use.

2.2.2  Method
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Temperature measurement points are distributed on the left and right door 
plates, and can be chosen based on the height of people to be inspected. When 
a person places the forehead or wrist about 2cm away from a temperature 
measurement point, the system produces a beep sound, indicating temperature 
measured. If the body temperature is higher than 37.3°C (alarm threshold), the 
system generates an audible and visual alarm.

4 Debugging of the Metal Detection Function

4.1  Debugging the Device

You need to set the metal detection function parameters by using buttons on 
the metal detector control panel.

1 Setting Procedure
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4 Setting Procedure Description
1. Press SELECT to display the default password "1234".
11. Press SETUP to change the value and press SELECT to move the cursor 

position so as to enter the password.
12. Press ENTER. If the password is correct, the screen displays C000. If the 

password is incorrect, the screen displays E000. You need to reenter the 
correct password or the universal password "8888".
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13. (Optional) When the screen displays C000, you can press SETUP to change 
the password value and press SELECT to move the cursor position so as to 
enter the new password.

14. Press ENTER to enter alarm duration setting. Value "d-01" indicates 1s, and 
"d-02" indicates 2s. Press SETUP to adjust the value.

15. Press ENTER to enter metal alarm volume setting. Value "y-00" indicates no 
sound, "y-01" indicates low sound, and "y-02" indicates high sound. Press 
SETUP to adjust the value.

NOTE!
This step sets the volume of metal detection alarms. The volume of temperature 
alarms is not configurable.

16. Press ENTER to enter sensitivity setting, and press SETUP to adjust the 
value. (A larger value indicates a higher sensitivity.) The device supports the 
sensitivity settings of six areas. Press SELECT to set the sensitivity of the next 
area, and the setting of area 7 applies to all the six areas.

17. Press ENTER to return to normal display status.
18. Press and hold ENTER for 5s. The panel displays "F-04", which indicates that 

the current frequency is 04. Press SETUP to adjust the value.
19. Press ENTER to save the setting and exit.

2.3  Adjusting Metal Detection

1. The detector must be in stable state to achieve optimal performance (see 
section "3.1  Requirements for Installation Environments"). Criteria for 
determining whether the detector is in stable state are as follows:

(1) One minute after startup, the detector does not shake.
(2) During the test, a person carrying no metal object does not trigger an alarm 

when passing through the detector.
(3) When both of the above criteria are met, the detector is in stable state.
20. To eliminate the affect of small metal objects, such as rings, keys, belt 

buckles, and leather shoes, on actual metal objects to be detected, adjust as 
follows:
(1) Choose a small metal object, such as a bunch of keys, as the threshold of 

detection.
(2) Increase the sensitivity so that when a person carrying the metal sample 

passes through the detector, the system generates an alarm.
(3) Reduce the sensitivity a bit. If the system still generates an alarm when 

the sample passes through the detector, reduce the sensitivity again until 
just no alarm is generated when the sample passes through.

21. Detector pass-through rules:
(1) Draw a waiting line 50cm in front of and behind the detector so that people 

can queue up to pass through one by one.
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(2) Before people to be inspected pass through the detector, they need to place 
their metal objects, such as keys, mobile phones, labels with metal buckles, 
cigarette, and coins on the chute or wooden table next to the detector, and 
take them back after passing the detector and finishing the security check.

(3) People to be inspected need to queue up and pass through the detector one 
by one at the normal pace. They cannot crowd, deliberately rush or slow 
down, or hit the door plates.

22. If a person passes through the detector completely and no alarm is 
generated, the next person can pass. If an alarm is generated, the next 
person may pass after the alarm stops.

23. When a person passing through the detector triggers an alarm, the person 
carries metal objects. A handheld metal detector can be used to find the 
accurate position.

24. Some scenes impose higher requirements on the environment and pass-
through people. For example, people cannot wear metal hairpins, metal 
earrings, metal chains, metal belt buckles, metal rings or bracelets, pants 
with metal materials (such as jeans with metal buckles), or shoes with metal 
materials. (Tip: Special enterprise users should select working clothes 
without metal parts if possible, and use plastic belts.)

3 FAQs
1. Why do the measured temperatures vary with persons?

 Measured temperatures are related to the environment. Especially when a 
person just enters from outdoors, the skin temperature is affected by the 
outdoor temperature and different from the standard body temperature.

 If there is water or sweat in the forehead, evaporated water or sweat 
reduces the skin temperature.

 The compensation temperature setting is improper. Adjust the 
compensation temperature value according to chapter 4.

2. Can the temperature measurement module be moved?
No. In special scenes (such as primary schools) where the temperature 
measurement module does not fit, steps may be required on site.

25. Can the metal detection function be disabled?
No, but the sensitivity can be adjusted to meet the requirements. For example, 
if a customer does not concern the metal detection function, the sensitivity can 
be minimized to avoid metal alarms as much as possible.

26. How should I explain to customers when the value displayed is smaller than 
that measured by a forehead thermometer?

The detector and forehead thermometer share the same temperature 
measurement principle but differ in the display scheme. To be specific, both of 
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their probes measure temperatures by adopting the thermopile principle. 
However, a forehead thermometer displays the value by referring to the 
relationship between the forehead skin temperature and body temperature, 
and does not display values beyond the control range, while the detector 
directly displays measured forehead skin temperatures, which fluctuate because 
skin temperatures are affected by the environment. During the debugging, 
select 10 people with normal body temperatures, and set the compensation 
temperature according to people (generally 18–25 years old males) with 
relatively high forehead temperatures to keep the displayed temperatures in 
the range of 36.5°C to 36.8°C. During use, pay attention to the following issues:

 In case of indoor installation, install the detector more than 5m away from 
the entrance so that the environment temperature is steady and measured 
data is more stable.

 If the detector must be installed outdoors, a tent is recommended to keep 
the environment temperature to be 10  ~ 33 .

 People to be inspected need to keep the forehead free from hat or hair and 
2–5cm from the probe.

 Temperature measurement in the forehead (at the center) is recommended. 
If temperature measurement in the wrist is required, measure the part 
covered by clothes.

 People to be inspected need to stay in the temperature measurement area 
for two minutes if possible to stabilize the forehead temperature.

 Concern whether the measured value exceeds 37.3°C. For temperatures 
above the value, re-measure to confirm.

3. What should I do if the IR count of a walk-through temperature-measuring 
metal detector does not work?

 Check whether the probes of the left and right door plates are properly 
connected in the main chassis.

 Check for IR interference near the IR sensors of the left and right door 
plates, such as IR monitor, IR remote control (with button pressed), or 
outdoor sunlight.

 If neither of the above circumstances exists, replace the IR sensors.

27. Why does the walk-through temperature-measuring metal detector 
generate false alarms?

 If an installed detector frequently produces false alarms during test, first 
check the environment for large movable or stationary metal objects within 
1.5m. Keep the detector away from such large metal objects, if any. Check 
for detector shaking caused by wind. If any, advise the customer to take 
windproof measures or change the installation position.

 If the situation is not caused by environmental factors, reduce the sensitivity 
to check whether false alarms decrease. If not, try the following methods:
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 If the voltage is within the normal range, change the frequency of the 
oscillation to avoid interference, and then test again.

 Check for frequency conversion equipment working near the detector, such 
as elevators equipped with inverters and injection molding machines, which 
produce great interference to the detector.

 If none of the above methods eliminates the interference, advise the 
customer to change the installation location. Generally, changing the 
installation position can deal with the interference.
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Copyright Statement

©2020 Zhejiang Uniview Technologies Co., Ltd. All rights reserved. 
No part of this manual may be copied, reproduced, translated, or distributed in any form or by any means without 
prior written consent of Zhejiang Uniview Technologies Co., Ltd. (Uniview).
Products described in this manual may include copyrighted software of Uniview and other possible licensees. 
Without the permission of the relevant rights holders, no one can copy, distribute, modify, extract, decompile, 
disassemble, decrypt, reverse engineer, rent, transfer, sublicense, or otherwise infringe software copyrights in any 
form. 

Trademarks and Permissions

    are trademarks of Zhejiang Uniview Technologies Co., Ltd.
All other trademarks, product names, service names, and company names mentioned in this manual and described 
products are the property of their respective holders.

Export Compliance Statement

Uniview complies with export control laws and regulations applicable worldwide including China and the United 
States, and implements requirements related to the export, re-export and transfer of hardware, software, and 
technologies. With regard to the products described in this manual, please fully understand and strictly abide by 
applicable domestic and foreign export control laws and regulations.

Disclaimer

 Uniview shall not under any circumstances be liable or compensate for any special, consequential, incidental or 
indirect damages arising from the use of this manual or Uniview's product, including but not limited to any loss 
of commercial profits, losses caused by missing data or documents.

 Products described in this document are provided "AS IS". Unless otherwise specified by applicable laws, the 
manual is used as a guide only. All the statements, information, and suggestions are provided without warranty 
of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to warranty of the marketability, quality satisfaction, 
suitability for specific purposes, and non-infringement of third-party rights.

 You connect the product to the Internet at your own risk, including but not limited to possible cyberattacks, 
hacker attacks, or virus attacks. Please strengthen the protection of the network, device data and personal 
information, and take necessary measures to ensure the device network security. Uniview shall not be liable for 
thus caused anomalies during product running or information leakage, but Uniview will provide relevant security 
maintenance support in a timely manner.

 If not expressly forbidden by the applicable law, Uniview and the employees, licensees, or affiliates shall not be 
liable for any direct or indirect loss caused by the use or inability to use the product or service, including but not 
limited to the loss of profits or sales, loss of data or costs of purchasing substitute goods or services, and 
business interruption, even if they have been informed of the possibility of such damage. Some jurisdictions do 
not allow liability limitations for personal injury, incidental or subordinate damage, and this limitation may not 
apply to you.

 The total liability of Uniview for all your damages does not exceed the price you paid for purchasing the product.

Privacy Protection

Uniview abides by applicable privacy protection laws and regulations. You can visit our website to check our privacy 
policy.
The product described in this manual may collect personal information, such as faces, fingerprints, license plates, 
email addresses, phone numbers, and GPS. During the use of the product, please observe the national and local laws 
and regulations on privacy protection to protect the legitimate rights and interests of yourself and others.

About This Manual

 This manual is applicable to multiple product models. The actual product appearance and function prevail.
 This manual is related to multiple firmware versions. The actual product interface and function prevail.
 The content of this manual may include technical or typographical errors, which are subject to Uniview final 

interpretation.
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 Any loss caused by failure to follow the instructions in this manual shall be borne by the user.
 Uniview reserves the right to modify any information in this manual without prior notice or prompt. The manual 

may be updated from time to time due to version upgrade, requirements of relevant regional laws and 
regulations, or other reasons, and the update will be reflected in the new version.

Safety Warnings

Technical personnel in charge of the installation and routine maintenance of this device must be equipped with basic 
skills of safe operations. Before operating this device, carefully read and strictly observe the following safety 
provisions to avoid dangerous accidents, property damage and other hazards.
Storage, Transportation, and Use Requirements
 The detector is an indoor device. The installation environment should be protected from rain and moisture, and 

be dry, with the indoor humidity less than 80%.
 If the temperature difference in the installation environment is 10°C or higher, the measured data will be 

inaccurate. The temperature in the installation environment needs to be balanced to avoid the influence of 
steam, dust and smoke on the measurement accuracy.

 The measurement accuracy cannot be affected by surrounding high-temperature objects.
 The device must be placed or installed stably and reliably and cannot fall.
 Unless specifically stated, the device cannot be stacked.
 The working environment of the device is well ventilated and the ventilation opening of the device is 

unobstructed.
 The device must be away from water and other liquids to prevent damage to the device and risks of electric 

shock, fire, etc.
 The voltage must be stable and within the rated input and output range, and meet the power supply 

requirements of the device. The overall power must be greater than the sum of the designed maximum power 
of the device.

 The device must be correctly installed before it can be powered on and used. Incorrect connection may cause 
personal injury and damage to the device components.

 The tamper seal on the device chassis and the device cannot be disassembled arbitrarily. The device should be 
maintained only by professionals.

 The device must be disconnected from the power supply before it can be moved to prevent electric shock.
 For routine cleaning and maintenance especially in the epidemic control period, do not use chemical reagents, 

such as 84 disinfectant or 75% ethanol alcohol disinfectant to corrode the outer membrane of the temperature 
measurement probe, deteriorating the service life of the detector.

 To avoid damaging the temperature measurement probe, use a clean display cleaning cloth to gently wipe the 
probe surface. Never allow cleaning liquid enter the probe.

 The detector mainly measures the forehead skin temperature. People to be inspected need to keep their bare 
foreheads or wrists 2–5cm away from the probe for two seconds.

 The forehead of a person to be inspected needs to be perpendicularly pointed at the temperature measurement 
probe. Measurement errors exist due to personal height, measurement angle and environment factors, and can 
be ±0.5°C.

 Special persons need to be designated to take care of the detector, and protect the temperature measurement 
probe from external force, preventing damage to the probe and affect to the normal use of the detector.

 The installation floor needs to be level and solid. During installation, use expansion screws to fix the detector on 
the floor to ensure safety and stability, preventing external force from moving or hitting the detector and affect 
to the service life of the detector.

Power Supply Requirements
 Strictly comply with local electrical safety standards.
 Be sure to use batteries as required. Failing to do so may cause a fire or explosion of the battery. To replace 

batteries, be sure to use batteries of the same model as the original ones.
 Be sure to use locally recommended wire assembly (power cable) within its rated specifications.
 Be sure to use the standard power adapter supplied with the device.
 Use a power outlet with a protective earth connection.
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 For a device with grounding requirements, ground it in accordance with the regulations.

Maintenance Instructions

 Wipe the surface of the door plates with a piece of wet cloth every day, start up and shut down the device 
normally, and make security check records.

 Check the detector every week for more accurate and efficient security check.
 Remove the dust in the main chassis of the detector every quarter to prolong the service life of the detector.
 Calibrate the performance of the detector every six months, and check whether the sensitivity needs to be 

adjusted to keep the detector in optimal inspection state.

Regulatory Compliance
FCC Statements
This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) this 
device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference received, including 
interference that may cause undesired operation.
Compliance Information Statement refer to:
http://en.uniview.com/Support/Download_Center/Product_Installation/Declaration/
Caution: The user is cautioned that changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for 
compliance could void the user's authority to operate the equipment.
NOTE: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to 
part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in 
a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed 
and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, 
there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause 
harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, 
the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:
—Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
—Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
—Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.
—Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help..
RF Radiation Exposure Statement: 
This equipment complies with FCC radiation exposure limits set forth for an uncontrolled environment. This 
equipment should be installed and operated with a minimum distance of 20cm between the radiator and any part of 
your body 

LVD/EMC Directive
This product complies with the European Low Voltage Directive 2014/35/EU and EMC Directive 
2014/30/EU, 2014/53/EU.

WEEE Directive–2012/19/EU

The product this manual refers to is covered by the Waste Electrical & Electronic Equipment 
(WEEE) Directive and must be disposed of in a responsible manner.

Battery Directive-2013/56/EC

Battery in the product complies with the European Battery Directive 2013/56/EC. For proper 
recycling, return the battery to your supplier or to a designated collection point.
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Better Security, Better World


